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Modern design for practical 
applications in managing any 
type of fleet size

Scalable to large Maritime companies 
or scaled down to cater to a specific 
marine service

Customized Modules 
for businesses 

All scroll lists are printable or 
exportable in excel sheets

Key Beneficiaries: Ship Managers,  
Ship Owners, Offshore Vessel 
Managers, Offshore Owners, 
Marine service providers

Optimize your marine operations with organised data to increase efficiencies 
in terms of cost, productivity and compliance, through software solutions 
provided by our team of experts at South Nests.

Choose from an exhaustive list of modules from our flagship maritime suite, Phoenix, 
which is Class approved and encompasses all aspects of technical, quality, training, 
document and crew management together with intelligent accounting application 
that integrates with all modules. Whether you are Ship Manager, Owner, Offshore 
service provider, our bespoke solutions steers it all.

Pick one or all, the modules can stand alone or combined to work in one integrated 
platform unlike any other similar software in the market.

PHOENIX Fleet Management system is a simple, 
intuitive application with easy access – LAN or cloud, 
alert based modules and a third party interface for 
vendor management. It is a single source of data 
input with seamless delivery to multiple sources for 
output across all applications.

“

“



Control and Protect 
through our Technical 
Management Modules
MAINTENANCE
Schedules work orders based on Calendar and Counter-based frequencies (Running Hours)

STOCK
+  Updates stock levels as they are consumed or procured
+  Maintains track of transactions, prices 
+  Updates stock even if they are stowed in multiple locations onboard  

PURCHASE
+  Seamlessly perform the cycle of requisitioning with functions of Request for Quotations 

(RFO), Purchase orders and Receipts.
+  Approved vendors receive link for RFQ’s to be submitted online for consideration.

CERTIFICATES AND SURVEYS
+  Tracks expiry and due dates for renewals for certificate and alerts users to upcoming 

expiries.
+  Surveys and conditions of class can be recorded and followed up in the module.
 
DOCKING
Smoothens the complex task of planning for docking from the moment the vessel completes 
her last docking, till the next docking.



Safeguard with standards 
through our Quality Management 
Modules
AUDITS AND INSPECTIONS
+  Assists in planning execution of all audits and inspections that are carried out on the fleet, 

by Internal or External parties. 
+  All inspections can be logged and observations and non-conformities recorded can be 

followed and tracked.
 
VETTING
+  Designed to assist in meeting the requirements of OCIMF and CDI on tanker and chemical 

vessels.
+  Assists in scheduling and executing SIRE and CDI vetting inspections carried out by Oil 

Majors. Deficiencies and observations can be logged and followed up till closure.  
 
INCIDENTS
+  Utilized to report all incidents and near misses that occur, analyze them for appropriate 

action to rectify and prevent recurrence. 
+  Reports on Consequence estimation and Causal analysis for major incidents and corrective 

and/or preventive action can be taken. 

DEFICIENCY REPORTING
+  Deficiencies and defects can be logged in from an Incident, Audit, or Inspection in this 

module.  
+  Enables deficiencies to be classed as either Non-Conformities or Observations and further 

analyzed and appropriate corrective or preventive actions taken with progress tracking. 
 
OPEN REPORTING
+  Enables any crew member to report any Unsafe Act or Condition that he notices onboard 

or make a complaint anonymously. 
+  Such reports received can then assist in evaluation and investigation, and if deemed serious 

may be escalated to raise an Incident, Non-conformity or Crew complaint, for further action 
to be taken by responsible persons.

 
RISK ASSESSMENT
+  Risk assessment is an essential part of modern ship management, enhancing safe operations 

onboard.  
+  Can combine Risk Assessment with Job Hazard Analysis to provide ship crews with prepared 

templates for situations, jobs and operations that are likely to be encountered onboard, 
enabling ship crews to assess and mitigate risks in a structured way 



Maximize productivity 
through our Crew Management Modules
RECRUITMENT, PLANNING, OPERATIONS
+  Keeps records of all crew and new applicants, including personal particulars, next of kin 

information, documents and certificates held and their validity. 
+  Tracks competencies required by Vessel Type, Flag, Cargo or machinery experience, Owner 

and Charterer, and alerts personnel officers to missing and expiring documents. 
+  Work efficiencies enhanced through online links to official sites and automatic preparation 

of pre-populated standard application forms and letters by the system for medicals, 
licenses, working gear, etc. 

+  External manning agents can be provided access to upload and manage their own crew 
data.

TRAINING
+  Handles both in-house as well as external training information. 
+  Training needs can be recorded during recruitment and also during periodic appraisals 

done onboard. 

TRAVEL
+  Handles travel needs of both crew joining and returning from ships and office staff 

travelling to and from ship visits. 
+  Application collects travel requests from sources, such as crew change plans, training 

course requests, or direct requests, batched for group travel when required, and RFQ’s 
sent to approved travel agents via portal. 

+  Travel agents can be given access to the portal to directly provide quotations. Quotes can 
be compared, travel agent selected, travel approved and PO issued. 

+  Invoices can be posted in the system and matched with the PO and approved for subsequent 
payment and/or refund for unused sectors.

PAYROLL AND VESSEL ACCOUNTS
+  Crew payroll can be initiated from the Operations module when a crew member is planned 

for travel and sign on to a vessel. 
+  Onboard computation by the Master on crew wages can be done through this module.
+  Deductions for allotments requested, cash advances made in port and phone cards and 

bonded stores purchased can be updated as well. The monthly accounts are finalized by 
the Master and locked. 



For a detailed demo, contact us at info@southnests.com

SOUTH NESTS SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
No: 28, ESM Batra Centre, 1st Floor, Sardar Patel Road, Guindy, Chennai-32, Tamilnadu  

Tel: +91 044-30453300/41  Email: info@southnests.com  
Website: www.southnests.com

INSTALLATION AND DATA MANAGEMENT:
+  Our dedicated team of experts assist in migration of data registers in the various modules 

of the systems including and not limited to Planned maintenance system, inventory 
management, crew management, accounting modules, quality and safety.  

+  All templates for data are created in simple Microsoft excel sheet for verification and 
subsequent upload. These templates also assist in creating copies of information in 
database and our team provides assistance in integration with third party services through 
web API and web services. 

TRAINING
+  Our services include exclusive training manuals with set of instructions and sample data for 

hands-on simulations for all. Customized user administration training and product module 
training also available. Periodic and calendar based training for software updates and 
seamless execution are also scheduled by the team. 

SUPPORT SERVICES
+  Besides product installation and configuration of the updated data, our team prepares 

installation and patch CD’s, upgrades for vessels. Other services include: 
 + Email and remote support to vessels
 + User Administration 
 + Support services also offered through online Issue Tracking portal. 

Services
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